




In analyzing and evaluating binding methods today, as well as projecting
and forcasting for the future, let us first focus our attention on some of the
significant changes and developments taking place in the industry. Within the
last decade, mechanization and technological advancements have made
impressive gains in updating library binding. All indications are that this is just
the beginning, and that we are moving into an era of accelerated automation
and development.
Prior to this time, of course, steady progress was realized in binding
technology, but it was in far more moderate degrees than what is being
experienced now. The sewing machine formerly constituted one of the main
mechanized functions, and could probably be considered the most
sophisticated operation in the over-all binding process. Other essential but less
complex machinery consisted of stamping and type setting equipment, cutting
machines, semi-automatic rounding and backing equipment and book presses.
These devices usually encompassed the full spectrum in a modern library
binding operation.
The reason mechanization was relatively slow in being introduced to the
binding industry can be attributed mainly to the many detailed and intricate
operations that are necessary in the normal binding process. There are unique
differences between library binding and job or edition binding where giant
runs of new issues of the same size and format are handled. In binding books,
periodicals, newspapers, monographs and pamphlets, the binder seldom sees
two sizes alike; instead he sees a conglomeration of different sizes, shapes and
formats. By and large in binding for the library we are working with individual
titles and the condition of the volumes received can vary anywhere from
extremely good to extremely poor; usually however, volumes sent for binding
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and restoration are sent because they are in poor condition. Every volume
must be checked page by page in the collation process to insure completeness,
and torn and frayed pages must be mended with great care and precision.
Close inspection must be made in checking for adequate margins, as well as
condition and texture of paper. This will determine how the volume is sewed
and if it can be trimmed. If there is an adequate margin on the binding edge,
and the paper is durable and in reasonably good condition, the volume will be
oversewed. If the volume has a narrow margin and the signatures are intact,
tape or through sewing will apply. Through sewing allows a very flat opening,
and for this reason many art and music books are sewed this way. Volumes
consisting of single sheets can be sewed in this manner, but it is necessary to
make folds or signatures first.
Another way to sew volumes with single sheets is by hand oversewing.
Also, in preliminary binding preparation full page spreads, maps, graphs and
irregular size insertions must be set out and hinged. Adequate stubbing and
fill-outs are inserted to compensate for irregularities in the thickness and
format. Extremely brittle or dried out pages are laminated.
Special and specific individual library instructions must be followed on
all orders. Periodicals have far more detailed instructions than books. For
example, in just the one operation of handling ads and covers, there are a
number of variations. Some libraries want ads and covers bound in, others
want them removed. Some libraries request the front cover only be bound in
each issue, or that the front cover only be bound in the first issue, or the last
cover only be bound in the last issue. In handling supplements the library
might want them bound in place, bound in back; or bound separately. Then
too, periodicals must be bound in conformance with the library's established
patterns so that the newly-bound volume will match the bound sets already
on the library shelves. For this reason it is imperative to keep very detailed
and specific records on binding color, trim size, collation arrangement,
lettering and lettering alignment for every periodical title that each individual
library binds.
The aforementioned operations and instructions are just some of the
normal everyday procedures that a library binder performs; from this can
easily be seen that binding does not have the most ideal conditions for
applying automation and mechanization. However, with the proliferation of
serial publications and printed material of all kinds, it was inevitable that
changes would and must take place in library binding. Change it did, and new
machines specifically engineered and designed for binding for libraries are
making their debut at an unprecedented rate.
Now there are machines which uniformly and evenly grind off the old
back or spine of the book or periodical. The depth of the grind can be
carefully regulated and controlled so that only the bare minimum margin is
removed. Machines are now available that will fold and press endsheets and
cut off excess sewing thread all in one operation. New rounding and backing
machines round and back a book all in one operation, virtually eliminating
some of the older antiquated hand methods and semi-automatic machines that
were much in use in recent years.
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The success and achievement of most of this new equipment results
from the fact that it can readily adjust to all sizes without any special
adjustments or handling. Stamping machines are available that work on much
the same principal as the typewriter, thus eliminating some costly type set-up
and stamping time. In our plant we have adapted intertype and lineotype
machines to automatically set type from a punched tape. Not only is this
faster, but it also provides greater accuracy. We also have automatic machines
that apply backlining very securely to all sizes of volumes in a precision
operation. The old hand method of pasting a book into its case is giving way
to new machines that can do this at the rate of eight books per minute.
Putting books in press between boards is being replaced by new automatic
presses which can handle any size volume without adjusting for size and which
require only seconds compared to the hours needed the old way.
In the not too distant future a completely new sewing machine which
was developed by the library technology project, and promises to be one of
the big innovations of our time, will make its appearance. It will use less
margin in sewing, and allow very flexible free opening. The sewing pattern is
cleat-like in design, and provides considerable over-all strength and durability.
Also, in the offing is a book sizing computer which by means of a
sensing device will instantly read the length, width and thickness of the
volume to be bound. This data will be shown in lighted figures on the
machine itself, and in addition will provide a printout on tape to accompany
the volume through the binding process. Board, end papers, and cover stock
can be selected in as little as three seconds, about twenty times faster than
previously possible.
In addition to the above innovations, we must not lose sight of the new
adhesives, polyvinal resins and polyesters that are making a major contribution
in providing great strength, durability, and speeding up handling and processing.
Adhesives hold the key to many new developments. From our own experience
where we have actually bound millions of paperback books with adhesive, and
backed each volume with a two-year or fifty circulation guarantee, the results
have proved extremely gratifying. Polyester film has unlimited possibilities, its
capabilities and full potential seem indeed promising. New book cloths,
buckram and cover material are also being introduced.
In the light of new and improved machines, methods and materials, we
felt greater achievements were now possible. Having had long experience in
serving many of the large university and college libraries throughout the
country, we found ourselves performing basic binding operations with many
minor variations. We also found that these minor variations are a large
contributing factor to higher cost for both the library and binder. In view of
this we set out to see what could be done to modernize and streamline our
methods. The bulk of our work for universities and colleges is with serials. In
analyzing the variations that we encountered in binding serials, we found three
categories: collation, lettering and lettering alignment.
We decided to establish one standard way to provide uniformity in
lettering, lettering alignment and collation that would be acceptable to all
libraries. We named this program H.N.M. Standard Binding. The basic
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fundamentals are as follows: first, a lettering alignment scale was designed,
and lettering positions were assigned and correlated to the height of the
volume. By doing this consistently, unformity could be assured in lettering the
title, volume, month, year, and all other pertinent information that must
appear on the spine of the periodical. For simplified instructions and record
keeping, each position on the lettering increment scale is identified with a
number. The periodical title is assigned a master code number, usually
consisting of four digits. Concise binding recordkeeping and preparation are
now possible by the use of this simple numerical system of identification.
The bindery furnishes the library with a standard 3 by 5 inch card for
every periodical title that is bound. The card contains the master title number,
typewritten periodical title, and the number noting the stamping location and
position for each title word. With this data, there is no longer a need for sample
volumes, patterns, rub-offs, or sample backs. The library simply fills out the
binding ticket by writing in the master title code number, thus eliminating the
need for filling out detailed binding tickets. The libraries have the complete
binding records with all of the necessary binding data and information in their
possession at all times. Libraries have also found that processing time is
greatly reduced, and new binding personnel can be trained considerably faster
and with greater efficiency than previously.
All standardly bound journals are lettered in white, which provides clear
sharp legibility and is compatible with other colors. There is a standard
collation arrangement, and all ads and covers are bound in. Our standard
binding is also compatible with the computer; the data and information on
our standard cards can be transmitted to the computer. Binding sequence can
be identified, and preprinted binding tickets can be produced when journals
are scheduled for binding.
When we first introduced standard binding, it was presented to only one
or two libraries at a time so that changes could be made if any problems
occurred. A few problems did develop that caused a few changes, but all in all
the program functioned very well and was enthusiastically received by the
libraries using it. Our standard binding was made available to everyone.
Up to now I have discussed only the advantages offered through
standardization. Of course there have been disadvantages that have occurred,
mainly a break in the traditional binding pattern when the initial switch-over
takes place. Also, some libraries contend that binding volumes complete, ads
and covers in, make the volume too thick. Actually the initial break in pattern
styles is usually minor in appearance; the library still selects the binding color
which makes the pattern change less noticeable than might be anticipated. In
regard to the added thickness created by leaving ads and covers in, most
journals contain only a small portion of full-page ads that can be removed. In
many cases ads may be considered pertinent to the text since they do
represent a history of the times.
In the past and in many cases today, a binder might find himself
binding one periodical ten different ways for ten different libraries. One
library might request insignificant minor differences because they are
traditional with that library. Other libraries simply feel they must hold to an
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established pattern and style because it is important to the aesthetics of the
library. Binders of course are always anxious to respond and meet the
customers demands, and have been concerned that suggested changes or
alterations could have adverse effects on their business. In our experience we
have found the opposite to be true.
In conjunction with the new technological improvements at our disposal,
binders now have greater freedom in developing and exploiting new types of
binding. This has come about through the new performance standards. The
new standards allow binders to use the most suitable materials available. They
are now free to experiment, and are not held tightly to specifications for
material. In other words it is not how the volume is held together, but rather
how well it holds together. In this way if a new and more durable method of
binding is developed, it should be possible to use the method immediately.
The development of these standards had been a joint effort of the American
Library Association and the Special Libraries Association. The standards
undoubtedly can and will be improved and augmented in the years ahead.
Through joint efforts of cooperation on the part of both libraries and binders,
significant new improvements should be the end result.
